


















































How To Become a  
Platinum PaceSetter

You sponsor FOUR (4) or more Distributors within six weeks of 
your own enrollment, and help at least four of them:

You sponsor TWO (2) or more Distributors within six weeks of 
your own enrollment, and help at least two of them:

How To Become a 
PaceSetter

You have six weeks from the day you enroll to qualify for these prestigious awards. So don’t waste a minute!

PaceSetter or PaceSetter or 
Platinum 
       PaceSetter
Platinum 
       PaceSetter

Your GuideYour Guide to Becoming ato Becoming a

Activate either one or three Business Centres upon 
enrollment

Remain actively qualified for eight consecutive weeks. (This 
means each of the four must stay on their FIRST autoship of 
100 points or more, with no returns, no sponsor changes or 
rules violations)

Activate either one or three Business Centres upon 
enrollment

Remain actively qualified for eight consecutive weeks. (This 
means each of the two must stay on their FIRST autoship of 
100 points or more, with no returns, no sponsor changes or 
rules violations)

July • August • September 200825

By reading this, you are already on the right track to achieving the prestigious status of a 
PaceSetter, or better still, a Platinum PaceSetter! 

Your very first target as a USANA Distributor is to become a PaceSetter or Platinum 
PaceSetter. PaceSetters and Platinum PaceSetters are ‘fast-starters’ who enjoy exclusive 
privileges and promotions in USANA, so don’t miss out!





Log on to www.usana.com or call 03-7953 8028 for more information.
 

To help create a new possibility for ALL Distributors to maximise their income, USANA recently announced the new Matching 
Bonus promotion. PLUS, as a Platinum PaceSetter,  you are on the fast track to success in your USANA business, because with 
the new Matching Bonus, it makes earning money even easier!

CVP Matching Bonus
for the Sponsor

100%

50%

25%

Status of
New Distributor

Status
of Sponsor

Platinum PaceSetter

PaceSetter

Neither
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